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J-Adventure Group

Take the J with you each month (weather
permitting). A JCC facilitator will be there
to guide you through monthly activities.
Contact Danny at damon@yorkjcc.org for
more information.

Axe Throwing

January 8 | Back Alley Axe, York PA
Join us for this fun indoor activity, enjoyable
for all fitness levels! Channel your inner
Viking with a group of friends from the J. Eat,
drink, and be merry!
For more information, contact Danny at
damon@yorkjcc.org

WINTER PARTNER TRAINING
SPECIAL

Tackle your goals this year with a friend, or
two! Partner training provides the benefits
of individualized training at a lower cost and
with the added bonus of the accountability
of training with a friend.

WELLNESS
& FITNESS
J-Life Coach Consultation
Ages 16+

This is a complimentary virtual or in-person session
with a life coach. Our in-house Life Coach will help
you achieve your ultimate health and wellness goals
by teaching you how to be motivated, accountable,
and consistent. We will make sure you successfully
move forward to lasting change.
Contact Jen Landis with any questions at
jlandis@yorkjcc.org or call 717.843.0918

J-Fit Consultation
Ages 10+

This is a complimentary virtual or in-person session
with a personal trainer in which you can discuss your
current workout routine, nutrition, and health habits.
We offer a wide range of virtual options for those
who are not comfortable returning in person just
yet.

WELLNESS
& FITNESS
Small Group Training

All sessions can be prorated, contact
Jen Landis - Jlandis@yorkjcc.org

Yin Yoga Small Group Training

Yin yoga is a very slow moving, restorative practice
designed to be therapeutic to joints that aids muscle
recovery, and improves flexibility and circulation.
Poses are held for several minutes each, promoting
balance and calm in the mind and body. Gentle and
relaxing, this is appropriate for all abilities from
beginners to athletes.
February 15 - March 22 | Tuesdays
10:15 - 11:15 AM
M $105 NM $140
Drop In: M $15 | NM $20

Contact Danny Amon with any questions at
damon@yorkjcc.org or call 717.843.0918.

Get 22% off of partner and
3-person training for 2022!
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BOOM Boxing with Ty

Participants will be put through a circuit training
program that will include punching and step
drills combined with footwork.
January 8 - February 19 | Saturdays | Studio 3
10:30 - 11:30 AM
M $105 | NM $140
Drop In: M $15 | NM $20

Operation PT

Never get bored with a customizable workout that
will keep you on your toes! A challenging total
body workout using a wide range of equipment and
resistance exercises.
January 6 - February 17 | Tuesdays
10:15 - 11:15 AM | Studio 3
M $105 NM $140
Drop In: M $15 | NM $20

GRIT

Add a 30-minute High Intensity Interval Training to
your routine with our LES MILLS GRIT™ workouts and
take your fitness to the next level. GRIT will cycle
through strength-weight training, plyometric-power,
and cardio-speed workouts.
January 6 - February 17 | Thursdays
9:15 - 9:45 AM | Studio 3
M $70 | NM $105

PERSONAL TRAINING SPECIAL

Special for first-time buyers and any member
who has not trained in the last year!! Get three
hourly personal training sessions for $99.
Make fitness a priority this winter and enjoy the
holidays in the best shape of your life!
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GROUP FITNESS

CLASSES
CLICK FOR
CURRENT SCHEDULE

Alignment Yoga

GROUP FITNESS

CLASSES
RPM by Les Mills

Recenter your body and clear your mind with
alignment yoga. This medium-paced class is
good for all levels, whether you want a workout
or a wind down.

Cycle (30 or 45)

A 30 (or 45) minute non-impact, dynamic class.
It offers motivation, driving music, changing
speeds, and inclines for a full course workout.

An indoor cycling workout where you ride to the
rhythm of powerful music. Take on the terrain
with your pack through hills, flats, mountain
peaks, time trials, and interval training.

Barre

Fierce 45

Sh’BAM

An intense, calorie-burning, muscle-sculpting
workout designed to trim, tighten, and tone
your entire body using small movements and
repetition.

BODYATTACK by Les Mills

This high-energy, interval training class
combines athletic aerobic movements with
strength and stabilization exercises.

BODYCOMBAT by Les Mills

A fun, energetic mix of martial arts and
endurance, unleashing strength you never knew
you had!

BODYPUMP by Les Mills

A barbell class that strengthens your entire
body. This workout challenges all your major
muscle groups by using the best weight room
exercises.

Chair Yoga

A gentle form of Yoga that is practiced sitting
on a chair, or standing using a chair for support.

CORE by Les Mills

Focused on building the core strength,
improving functional fitness of the abdominals,
mid-section, and glutes, as well as working the
cross-slings.

CORE FOCUS

All for strengthening and toning the core
through abdominal and back work.

A combination of heart pumping strength and
lots of variety all set to fun and fierce music.
This class is suitable for all abilities.

Fit Seniors

A fun and energetic combination of toning,
cardio, balance and agility, this class uses a chair
for seated/standing support.

Friday Night Fights

Friday Night Fights is your time to train like a
fighter. Using sparring for cardio and interval
training. Join in for the fight!

Gentle Yoga

A Yoga class designed for aging adults or anyone
looking for an easy to follow Yoga class. We will
guide you through a series of Yoga poses.

High/Low Circuit

Consists of multiple stations using a variety of
equipment where you alternate with high and
low intensity aerobic, tabata, and HIIT intervals.

PiYo/SoulFusion
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FREE

Group Fitness Classes!

SilverSneakers® Classic

With over 80 diverse, weekly classes, and
three power-packed studios, we strive to meet
as many of your fitness needs as possible.
Our instructors are here to make sure that
you’re surrounded by a positive, inclusive,
fun environment that motivates you to stay
engaged and get healthy!

Have fun and move to the music through
a variety of exercises designed to increase
muscular strength, range of motion, and activity.
A chair is used for seated and/or standing
support.

SPRINT by Les Mills

A 30-minute High Intensity Interval Training
(HIIT) workout, using an indoor bike to achieve
fast results.

Tai Chi Chih

A series of 19 movements and one pose. Tai Chi
Chih circulates and balances the Vital Force or
Chi bringing improvements in health, creativity,
performance, and intuition.

Whether you’re looking for high intensity or
low impact, strength or cardio, we have you
covered with our group fitness classes.

TONE by Les Mills

Combines blocks of cardio, strength and core
training into one complete and convenient
workout.

Tune-Up

Power Yoga

Yoga

2000 Hollywood Drive | York, PA 17403| yorkjcc.org | 717.843.0918 | (F) 717.843.6988
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Group Fitness Classes at the JCC are FREE and
don’t require registration. Simply drop in and
have fun!

A combination class of High/Low aerobic and
dance moves, plus total body strength training.
Improve your health, relaxation, and happiness
with breathing techniques, exercise, and
meditation.

Zumba®

A high-energy class that combines a variety of
Latin dance moves with a fusion of Latin and
international music to sculpt the body and get
the heart racing.
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Each 45-minute class is vibrant, unique, and
varied, featuring 12 tracks of chart-topping
popular hits and simple but seriously hot dance
moves.

A creative blend of yoga-inspired flows, short
cardio bursts, balance sequences, and strength
training exercises all set to fun music.
You will learn to develop your breath,
understand alignment, and step outside your
comfort zone.

WINTER

FREE FAMILY FITNESS
At the JCC, we have free activities for children
and for the whole family!
Family Dance Party

JANUARY 5 & FEBRUARY 2
Come join the party and dance along to Just dance
videos under fun lights in Studio 3. Members can bring
one friend for free.

Family Yoga

JANUARY 16 & FEBRUARY 20
Family Yoga will welcome everyone from little ones
to teens to parents/caregivers! Join this special class
where everyone can move together through fun,
simple, and lighthearted poses.

(M) Member Rate | (NM) Non-Member Rate | Winter 2022| Jan 9 - Feb 20
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Aquatics Center Renovation

We are excited to announce our upcoming Aquatics Center renovations,
including extensive modifications to the pool deck, a complete replastering of the pool and whirlpool, and installation of state-of-the-art
filter, gutter, and draining systems.

January 2022 Land Classes
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

7:30 - 8:15 AM

9:15 - 10:00 AM

7:30 - 8:15 AM

9:15 - 10:00 AM

7:30 - 8:15 AM

8:00 - 8:45 AM

SHAKE/RATTLE/MOVE

Yoga

SHAKE/RATTLE/MOVE

In Motion

Cardio

Wake Up

Cindy

Cindy

Cindy

8:30 - 9:15 AM

10:45 - 11:45 AM

8:30 - 9:15 AM

10:45 - 11:45 AM

8:30 - 9:15 AM

SHAKE/RATTLE/MOVE

Fit Seniors

SHAKE/RATTLE/MOVE

Silver Sneakers

Cardio

Cindy

Justine

Cindy

Patty

Chris

Susan

Susan

11:00 - 11:45 AM 12:00 - 12:45 PM 10:45 - 11:45 AM 12:00 - 12:45 PM 11:00 - 11:45 AM
IN MOTION

Arthritis

Tai Chi Chih

Patty or Teresa

Patty or Teresa

12:00 - 1:00 PM

1:00 - 2 :00 PM

12:00 - 1:00 PM

Zumba Gold

Gentle Yoga

Silver Sneakers

Renee

1:15 - 2:00 PM
Chair Toning

Craig

5:45 - 6:45 PM
Yoga

Joie

Rotation

6:30 - 7:15 PM

7:00 - 7:45 PM

In Motion

Cardio

Teddy

Starting 1/17

Linda

Jack

Chris

Arthritis

In Motion

9:00 - 10:00 AM
YOGA

Rotation

1:00 - 2:00 PM

1:15 - 2:00 PM

CHAIR TONING

Gentle Yoga

Chair Toning

Rotation

Joie

7:00 - 7:45 PM

5:30 - 6:15 PM

Chair Toning

Cardio

Chair Toning

Starting 1/13

Linda

Bonnie

Bonnie

Themes!

January 1 - 22
New Year’s

January 23 -30

IM (In Motion) High Intensity class to energetic music
Combination of cardio, strength and balance
Chair Yoga — Gentle form of Yoga that uses a chair for sitting or
standing for balance
Chair Toning — Use the chair while sitting or standing and using
various equipment to get an overall workout
Shake/Rattle/Move— High intensity class that uses various
equipment and also incorporates the use of chair.
= water fitness class now taught on land
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JANUARY 3 CLASS
POTLUCK
Join us on January 3rd to get together
and to sample our land classes! Instructors
will be available to give a demonstration
of the classes, and personal trainers will
also be present to provide you options
for exercise while the Aquatics Center is
renovated.
Light snacks and refreshments will be
provided
Breakfast from 8 - 9:30
Lunch 12-1:30

SUNDAY

10:30 - 11:15 AM

Patty or Teresa

The pool, whirlpool, and sauna will be closed for
approximately 3-4 months in order to complete this
critical work. We will provide you progress reports
throughout the duration of the project, including the
approximate date for reopening.

Heather

Starting 1/14

Patty

1:15 - 2:00 PM
Joie

@JCCYORK
#YORKJCC

Lap swimming will be offered at the YWCA
320 E Market Street, York PA 17403

Beginning December 20, members interested in continuing lap swimming
during the Aquatics Center Renovations will have the opportunity to sign
up for lap swimming two times per week. To set up lap lane swimming,
members must take the following steps:
TO REGISTER FOR LANES
1. Fill out the YWCA Membership Form and COVID Pool Waiver
2. Return forms to Patty Smith Neidigh or email to patty@yorkjcc.org
3. Register for lap lanes through the JCC (spaces will open online 3 days
in advance)
USING THE YWCA FACILITY
1. Lap lane swimmers must be wearing swimsuits on arrival to the pool
and masks MUST be worn when entering and exiting the building.
1. Park at the Asbury Church parking lot
2. Enter the building through the back door using the code provided to
you by the YWCA (this will be emailed to you after submitting your
pre-registration forms)
3. Lap lanes are for lap swimming ONLY
4. Once your session has ended, members may use the locker rooms to
change
5. Exit the facility through the same back door through which you
arrived

LAP LANE TIMES
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY
6:00 - 6:45 AM
6:45 - 7:30 AM
7:30 -8:15 AM
8:15 - 9:00 AM
TUESDAY & THURSDAY
6:00 - 6:45 AM
6:45 - 7:30 AM
7:30 -8:15 AM
FRIDAY
6:00 - 6:45 AM
6:45 - 7:30 AM
7:30 -8:15 AM
8:15 - 9:00 AM
11 AM - 12 PM*
*December & January only

FIND ALL AQUATICS CENTER RENOVATION INFORMATION,
INCLUDING FORMS, ON OUR WEBSITE.

(M) Member Rate | (NM) Non-Member Rate | Winter 2022| Jan 9 - Feb 20
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THOSE ENROLLED IN JCC EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION & JCLUB RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL $5
OFF PROGRAMS REGARDLESS OF MEMBERSHIP!

YOUTH
FITNESS
Dancers will enjoy learning the fundamentals of
ballet and will be taught a routine that they will
perform for their parents/guardians.
Costume price is included in the registration price.
Classes will be held in Studio 1.

Participants will enjoy learning the game of soccer
with Coach Mark Ludwig. Class will focus on
soccer fundamentals, decision-making, and skill
development through group play and tactical skills.

Dress rehearsal is Saturday, May 14, 2022 from
9-11am in the auditorium. Recital will be Sunday,
May 15, 2022 at 1pm in the auditorium.

January 3 - February 17 | Mondays
Coach Mark | Gymnasium
Preschool (3 - 5): 4 - 4:30 PM
School-age (5 - 8): 4:30 - 5 PM
M $91 (Drop In $13) | NM $105 (Drop In $15)

January 24 - May 15 | Mondays &
Wednesdays
M $150 | NM $195
4 :00- 4:30 PM: Ages 3 - 5 Ballet
4:30 - 5:00 PM: Ages 3 - 5 Tap

Taught by Megan Anderson, Youth Fitness Coordinator
and Certified Personal Trainer.

5:00 - 5:30 PM: Ages 5 - 9 Ballet

Ages 3 - 6

5:30 - 6:00 PM: Ages 5 - 9 Tap

January 3 - February 14 | Mondays
12:00 - 12:45 AM | Megan | Gymnasium
M $84 (Drop In $12) | NM $98 (Drop In $14)

Tiny Tumblers
Ages 3 - 6

WEDNESDAY CLASSES WITH MISS ROBIN
2:00 - 2:30 PM: Ages 4 - 5 Tap
2:30 - 3:00 PM: Ages 4 - 5 Ballet
3:00 - 3:30 PM: Ages 3 - 4 Tap

Taekwondo
Ages 6 +

Master Judith Kirby will guide participants through
safety awareness provided through Safe Kids and
self-defense while building confidence and selfesteem.
To register call 717.252.2824 or email Master Kirby
at mytkdnetwork@gmail.com.
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BASKETBALL WITH

COACH SETH
Seth Leonard, a native of York, PA, has played higherlevel college basketball as well as in the lower- level
pro-ranks. He owns the York Mighty Ants semiprofessional basketball team as well as Kingdom
Abound, and has devoted the last 10 years to helping
our youth better their craft on and off the court.

1on1 Basketball Training Sessions

Participate in a one-on-one training session
led by highly-qualified basketball coach, Seth
Leonard.
60 Minute — 1 Session
M $80 | NM $95
60 Minute — 3 Sessions
M $230 | NM $285

SIGN UP ONLINE
AND YOU WILL BE
CONTACTED BY
COACH SETH!

4:30 - 5:00 PM: Ages 5 - 9 Tap

60 Minute — 6 Sessions
M $450 | NM $570

5:00 - 5:30 PM: Ages 5 - 9 Ballet

Partner Basketball Training Sessions

3:30 - 4:00 PM: Ages 3 - 4 Ballet

Come experience an obstacle course of tumble
equipment where children will enjoy time together
through physical movement.
January 7 - February 18 | Fridays
11:00 - 11:30 AM | Megan | Gymnasium
M $ 70 (Drop In $10) | NM $84 (Drop In $12)

M = Member

MONDAY CLASSES WITH MISS CHERYL

Tiny All-Stars

The All-Star class participants will experience a taste
of basketball, t-ball, track, tumble, field hockey,
lacrosse, and soccer. The little athletes will learn the
fundamentals of the game through drills that will
teach dribbling, throwing, running, catching, and
kicking.

@JCCYORK
#YORKJCC

Spring Dance

Mark Ludwig’s Soccer Academy
Ages 3 - 8

YOUTH
FITNESS

WINTER

FREE FAMILY & YOUTH FITNESS!
Open Gym / Toddler Tumble
Ages 3 - 6
Sundays | 1:00- 2:00 PM | Gymnasium
Roll around, do gymnastics, and tumble in our gym!

Parkour
Ages 6 - 13
Sundays | 1:00- 2:00 PM | Gymnasium
Jump around on our obstacle course pieces and have
a blast tumbling!

2000 Hollywood Drive | York, PA 17403| yorkjcc.org | 717.843.0918 | (F) 717.843.6988

Groups of up to 8 people can train with highlyqualified basketball coach, Seth Leonard.
Price per person:

York Mighty Ants Basketball
Skills & Drills

These skills and drills classes will help improve
your child’s basketball fundamentals and skills
at an advanced level for their age. Basketball
participants will hone in on targeting skills including:
ball handling, shooting, defense principles, and
advantages. Each class will include industry experts
who will provide coaching and instruction on
dribbling drills, core balance, strength, and best shot
scenarios.
January 3 - February 17 | Mondays & Thursdays
Coach Seth | Gymnasium
M $195 (Drop In $35)
NM $265 (Drop In $40)
Beginner (Grades K - 4): 6:15 - 7:15 PM
Advanced (Grades 4 - 8): 5:00 - 6:00 PM
Varsity (Grades 8 - College): 7:30 - 8:30 PM

60 Minute — 1 Session
M $55 | NM $70
60 Minute — 3 Sessions
M $155 | NM $210
60 Minute — 6 Sessions
M $300 | NM $420

(M) Member Rate | (NM) Non-Member Rate | Winter 2022| Jan 9 - Feb 20
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What is Play-Based ABA Therapy?

small class sizes to provide a structured learning
environment for all participants. All classes are
designed and taught by Holly Metzger-Brown,
M.Ed., Board Certified Behavior Analyst and POINTE
Training Consultant ©, Certified Youth & Tween
Instructor, and Cosmic Kids Yoga Instructor. Holly
uses ABA principles and methods to enhance and
increase movement.
Classes are taught in a naturalistic environment
where the setting is designed with antecedent
manipulations and reinforcement.
Reinforcers will be used throughout the program
for classroom management, skill development, and
task completion. Classes focus on breaking complex
movements into smaller steps to assist with learning.

Personalized Fitness & Sports
Lessons using the Science of ABA

Holly Metzger-Brown, M.Ed., BCBA, Certified in
POINTE Training Program ©, will teach lessons using
ABA principles and methods to enhance athletic
and movement performance. Data will be collected
to set goals, track participants progress, and refine
interventions as necessary.

Gross Motor Development using the
Science of ABA
Holly Metzger-Brown, M.Ed., BCBA, Certified in
POINTE Training Program©, will teach using ABA
principles and methods to enhance gross motor
development. Data will be collected to set goals,
track participants progress, and refine interventions
as necessary.
Ages 3 - 12 | Miss Holly
30 min: M $45 | NM $50
45 min: M $67 | NM $72

A Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA)
is a practitioner who has been certified by
and upholds the standards of the Behavior
Analysis Certification Board. In order to
receive this title, this individual has completed
a minimum of: a masters degree, 1500+ hours
of supervised fieldwork, and passed a rigorous
exam in this specialization.

Ages 3 - 10 | Miss Holly
30 min: M $45 | NM $50
45 min: M $67 | NM $72
1 hour : M $90 | NM $95

Specialized-Themed Birthday Parties
Action-packed birthday parties are individually
designed to create a fun and engaging learning
environment for all participants using ABA principles
and methods to enhance party experience.
Email Holly at hmetzger@yorkjcc.org for more
information about Specialized-Themed Birthday
Parties.
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Mario’s Movement Mysteries

Play-based ABA Therapy blends developmental and behavioral approaches to modify behavior focusing on
relationship building through play and is individualized using the child’s interest and conducted through play.
This keeps sessions fun and engaging, while motivating children to learn. Board Certified Behavior Analyst is
involved every step of the way
											Click here to learn more

Specialized Youth Fitness & Sports
Programming is specially designed to have

WINTER
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This 45 min. action-packed class will have
participants smiling and laughing as they navigate
around the gymnasium to collect coins to trade
in for items and activities. Participants will apply
problem-solving skills to solve mysteries. Miss Holly
is bringing ABA principles and methods to increase
movement by using children’s interest in playing
Mario video games and pairing it with exercises.
Ages 5 - 9| January 5 - 26 | Wednesdays
5:30 - 6:15 PM | Miss Holly | Gymnasium
M $62 | NM $80

Youth Tennis

Class is designed to introduce young players to the
game of tennis. Class is taught by certified tennis
instructor and Board Certified Behavior Analyst,
Holly Metzger-Brown, M.Ed., BCBA. A mini tennis net
is placed in a gymnasium, youth rackets are provided
and low pressure balls are used to enhance learning.
Miss Holly, certified in POINTE Training Program ©,
will teach lessons using ABA principles and methods
to enhance and shape stroke mechanics.
Ages 5 - 9 | February 2 - 23 | Wednesdays
5:30 - 6:15 PM | Miss Holly | Gymnasium
M $62 | NM $80

Pokémon Movement Party
Come join Miss Holly for this action-packed event!
Class uses ABA principles and methods to increase
movement by using children’s interest in Pokémon
and pairing it with exercise. Participants will engage
in a variety of activities to gain access to Pokémon
cards and have the opportunity to practice social and
sharing skills through trading their cards!
Ages 5 - 9 | January 9 | Sunday
1:00 - 2:00 PM | Miss Holly | Gymnasium
M $25 | NM $30

Cosmic Kids Yoga

Specialized yoga programs are designed for children
who need additional support to teach relaxation
techniques and coping strategies. Instructors
use ABA principles and methods to provide a
successful experience for all children. Class is
designed to help children build muscle memory,
strength, coordination, breathing techniques, and
motor planning through repetitive storytelling
and postures. To enhance learning experiences
instructor uses verbal and visual prompts, imitation,
visual schedules, clear directions, class rules, and
reinforcers.
Ages 4 - 6 | February 2 - 23 | Wednesdays
4:30 - 5 PM | Miss Holly | Studio 3
M $50 | NM $70

PJ Mask Adventures

Ninja Warrior Training

Space Hoop Jams

Tiny Tennis

Ages 3 - 5
January 4 - 25
Tuesdays | 12:15 - 12:45 PM
Miss Holly | Gymnasium
M $50 | NM $65

Ages 4 - 5
January 6 - 27
Thursdays | 12:15 - 12:45 PM
Miss Holly | Gymnasium
M $50 | NM $65

Ages 3 - 5
February 1 - 22
Tuesdays | 12:15 - 12:45 PM
Miss Holly | Gymnasium
M $50 | NM $65

Ages 4 - 5
February 3 - 24
Thursdays | 12:15 - 12:45 PM
Miss Holly | Gymnasium
M $50 | NM $65

(M) Member Rate | (NM) Non-Member Rate | Winter 2022| Jan 9 - Feb 20
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Tumble & Yoga Time
Paw Patrol & PJ Mask Adventures

Come join Miss Holly for this action-packed event
that keeps children moving, playing, having fun and
learning! This event is taught using age appropriate
equipment and props to increase balance, agility,
and coordination, while focusing on imagination
play. Event is designed to engage children through
stories that come to life with creative themes and
meaningful content that allows every child to have
an exciting experience. Areas of focus: importance
of recycling, helping others, staying healthy, playing,
communicating with peers, being a part of the
community, and highlighting that everyone has a
special strength, while practicing gross motor skills
and social skills to capture children’s attention.
Characters are used to make each mission come
to life through music and stories based on fun and
friendly pup rescues.
Ages 4 - 7| February 6 | Sunday
1:00 - 2:00 PM | Miss Holly | Gymnasium
M $25 | NM $30

Explore & Play Family Day

Come explore and experience the day at the J. Our
inclusive play date is designed for all abilities and
age groups. Event will include access to explore in
our full length gymnasium as well as the opportunity
to participate in Inclusive Youth Programs with Miss
Holly including Family Ninja Warrior Training from
2-2:15 PM and Family Cosmic Kids Yoga from 2:152:30 PM. Opportunities throughout the event to
explore, play and socialize with peers and families,
while using various tumble equipment, tunnels,
playground balls, cars, and more!
Ages 2 - 12 | February 13 | Sunday
1:00 - 2:30 PM | Miss Holly | Gymnasium
FREE EVENT
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Come join Miss Holly for this perfect
combination of tumbling and yoga time!
First half of class participants will practice
gross motor skills using a variety of tumbling
equipment followed by children’s yoga for
participants to experience relaxation through
storytelling and poses.
Ages 4 - 6 | January 23 | Sunday
12 - 12:45 PM | Miss Holly | Motor Skills Room
M $20 | NM $25

Girls in Sports Celebration

Come join Miss Holly to celebrate National Girls
& Women in Sports. Participants experience a
variety of sports using fun and engaging games
and activities. This unique event is designed using
the popular children’s storybook, “She Persisted
in Sports”. Participants will learn about 13 female
athletes and their powerful stories of persistence,
while practicing a variety of sports activities to
enhance fundamentals. Each participant receives a
sports themed goodie bag!
Ages 5 - 9 | February 20 | Sunday
12:00 - 1:00 PM | Miss Holly | Gymnasium
M $25 | NM $30

For more details
regarding programs,
contact Miss Holly at
hmetzger@yorkjcc.org.

2000 Hollywood Drive | York, PA 17403| yorkjcc.org | 717.843.0918 | (F) 717.843.6988

COMING IN JANUARY!

LAUGH YOUR
TUCHAS OFF
For one night only our auditorium is
transformed into a B.Y.O.B comedy club. Laugh
Your Tuchas Off, a time honored tradition,
is back with a live in person performance.
Headliner Johnny Lampert is considered one
of the premiere comedians in the country.
He is a regular the best comedy clubs in New
York City and Los Angeles. He has also had
numerous TV appearances on MTV, A&E, NBC,
HBO “Comedy Showcase”, Comedy Central,
and most recently on AXS TV’s Gotham
Comedy Live. Johnny was also honored
recently with, not one, but two of his routines
being chosen for inclusion in the soon to be
released book, “The Best Comedy Routines,
Period.”
Our opening act, Andy Pitz, is also a regular
at the best comedy clubs in New York. Andy
has scored spots on The Late Show with David
Letterman and The Late Late Show with Craig
Ferguson and was a winner on CBS’s “Star
Search.”

LEARN MORE

Johnny Lampert

Andy Pitz

SATURDAY
JANUARY 15
8 - 10 PM

Table reservations this year will be
limited to a maximum of 8 people
per table. All tickets and table
reservations for the event are nonrefundable. Our current COVID-19
protocols state that all individuals,
vaccinated or unvaccinated, are
strongly recommended to wear
masks.
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Tuesday Club

Tuesday Club provides educational programming
for adults 55+. Topics include group discussions of
current events, history, law, culture, wellness, and
the arts. This registers you for 1/2 the year, January
through May.
Tuesdays through May
10:30 AM - 12 PM | Auditorium
Annual Fee: M $30 | NM $40
Half year (Sept - Dec): M $20 | NM $30

BBYO

Open to all Jewish teens in grades 9 through 12,
BBYO is the largest Jewish youth organization in the
world. BBYO provides opportunities for Jewish youth
to explore their Jewish identity, develop leadership
skills, and create lasting friendships. York’s BBYO
chapter is known as Morton B. Krechmer and meets
regularly for meetings, Tzedakah projects, local
activities, and regional conventions.

CULTURE
& ARTS
Purim Carnival

Join us on Sunday, March 13 for our
FREE Purim Carnival and Open House!
Circus Theme
Games & Prizes
Bounce House
Food Trucks
Family-Friendly
& More!

Stay tuned for more information

2022

This community program is designed for families
of all ages. When the sun sets on Saturday, January
12th, join us for Pajama Havdalah. Havdalah is the
concluding Saturday night service for the weekly
holiday of Shabbat. The ceremony is filled with
songs, candles, and the scent of carefully selected
spices. Everyone (adults included) are encouraged
to come dressed in their cozy winter PJ’s . Come for
the brief service and stay for a PJ Library story, craft.
Cookies and milk will be offered.

Tu B’Shevat

January 17th celebrates the beginning of Spring
in Israel and provides a focus on the importance of
trees and ecology in Jewish tradition. At this time of
year it is customary to plant trees or donate money
for the planting of trees in Israel. The holiday is
celebrated as the Feast of Fruits. Modeled on the
Passover seder, participants would
read selections from the Hebrew Bible
and Rabbinic literature, and eat fruits
and nuts traditionally associated with
the land of Israel.
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Community: Social Groups

Project Manna

Men’s Think Tank

This program provides a safety net and referral
services to individuals and families in need. Also a
part of Project Manna, our Food Pantry is available
to individuals and families in need of supplemental
groceries, either temporarily or long term. The
High Holy Days food drive held during the month
of September has provided staples to completely
restock our pantry. Donations are always accepted
at our front desk.
Thank you to everyone who supports this important
service.

Ages 60+

Pajama Havdalah

@JCCYORK
#YORKJCC

Services & Programs

J-Ride, Staying Connected
Transportation

Ongoing
Annual Fee: $10

February 12 | 6 PM | JCC Lobby & Café

FAMILY
SERVICES

WINTER

J-Ride, Staying Connected is back as of September
1, 2021! This program utilizes volunteers to provide
rides to health care appointments. Interested riders
can contact Family Services at 717.843.5011.
Volunteer drivers are always welcome by contacting
Family Services at the number above.

3rd Thursday of Each Month
11:30 AM - 12:30PM
Join us for stimulating conversation on
contemporary issues and happenings. Come join the
guys for lunch at a variety of local restaurants.
Email cmiller@yorkjcc.org for more information.

Stitches of Love

2nd Thursday of Each Month
3rd Wednesday of Each Month
1:00 - 2:30 PM
Knit or crochet with us and support a great cause.
Volunteer stitchers have made thousands of hats,
mittens, and scarves and donated them to children
and adults here in York and around the world.
Beginners welcome, bring a friend!
Email cmiller@yorkjcc.org to learn more.

31st

Provide a Ride - become a driver to take older adults to essential appointments.

Sunday, April 3rd

Maintain our Food Pantry - become a volunteer couponer, shopper, or help organize our
Project Manna food pantry.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
To join in the fun of putting on this
spectacular event, contact Rachel Singer at
717.843.0918 or rsinger@yorkjcc.org

2000 Hollywood Drive | York, PA 17403| yorkjcc.org | 717.843.0918 | (F) 717.843.6988

Projects and Office Help - be involved in occasional projects and office tasks.
Special Events - help with our annual events including the food drive, Memorial flag
laying, and fundraisers.
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